3D Anomaly Bar Visualization for Large-scale Network

The VAST 2012 mini-challenge 1 data embodies a large-scale enterprise network with both network traffic log and geographic information. The log data coming from locations all over the Bank of Money facilities that contains close one million IP addresses. The main goal for our visualization solution is to create large-scale cyber situation awareness.

From this point of view, two problems become the main impediments to detect operational changes outside of the norm. First, geographic factors [1] may help to detect anomalies and investigate; and second the time dynamics could also be important for analysis. Therefore, how to represent anomalous network behavior with the geo-information is the critical part of the task. In addition, big volume of the data could be another challenge for human beings visual analysis. There are nearly 900,000 IP addresses and over 4000 physical locations. What and how to represent dominates the efficiency of analyzing anomaly in such an enormous network.

**3D Anomaly Bar Visualization**

We choose the 3D bar representation because the extra height dimension makes the spatial data distribution more intuitive than a flat 2D color-coding. Besides, we use distinct colors of the bars to distinguish different attributes in concern. Investigators could view single or multi scenarios by clicking the filter in Google Earth. Animated visualization is used to connecting the dots between timelines.

We choose each IP address’ latitude and longitude as the bar’s position, and define each bar’s altitude by the sum value it contains. Using colors and heights to distinguish different bars with their different concerned attributes.

With adding timestamp to each item. An modifiable animation is available. Animation can also be viewed by setting a particular time zone with a start and end time.

**Data Processing**

We mainly use regions as the aggregation granularity. While rendering at finer granularity is useful when focusing on a problem source, using branch, for example, will generate more than 4000 3D bars for whole BoM world, which will hardly be displayed and recognized by human beings. However, grouping by branch will be an appropriate way to represent more details when studying only a few regions. By using BMT time as another dimension, we obtain a time series of status distributions, one per 15 minutes. We firstly show one bar per region, corresponding to either the connection, activity, policy sum or number of machines. We may also calculate more in detail after detecting any region’s status anomaly. Selecting KML files together may make a visualization combined by both regions and branches.

Regions are also divided by size (big / small ). Different IP addresses can be different types of machine (ATM, teller machine etc.)

The height of policy status bars represents how severe a policy violation of a network (region, branch, etc) is. The rising patterns of the policy status can be a critical issue for BoM. It seems that most policy deviation warnings still exist over time, while the sum of policy status keeps increasing.
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